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Abstract: Forests represent important habitats for species and provide multiple ecosystem services
for human well-being. Preserving forests and other terrestrial ecosystems has become crucial to halt
desertification, land degradation, and biodiversity loss worldwide, and is also one of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to be achieved by 2030. Remote sensing could greatly contribute to
measuring progress toward SDGs by providing consistent and repetitive coverage of large areas, as
well as information in various wavelengths, which facilitates the monitoring of environmental trends
at various scales. This paper focuses on SDG indicator 15.1.1—“Forest area as a percentage of total
land area” to demonstrate the potential of Earth Observation Data Cubes for SDGs. The approach
presented here uses Landsat Analysis Ready Data (ARD) stored in the Swiss Data Cube, and offers a
complementary method to ground-based approaches to monitor Switzerland’s forest extent based
on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). The proposed method performs time-series
analyses to extract a forest/non-forest map and a graph representing the trend of SDG 15.1.1 indicator
over time. Preliminary results suggest that this approach can identify similar forest extent and
growth patterns to observed trends, and can therefore help monitor progress toward the selected
SDG indicator more effectively.

Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals; Earth Observations; Landsat; Swiss Data Cube;
forest monitoring

1. Introduction

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), agreed by the international community in 2015, are an
ensemble of 17 goals supported by 169 targets to address environmental and social economic challenges
worldwide [1]. Following the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), SDGs are complemented by
additional goals and are to be achieved by 2030 by all member countries.

SDG indicators are classified into three tiers based on the level of data availability at
global scale and established monitoring methodologies [2]. Measurements for SDGs are based
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on statistical data provided by member countries, which are required to regularly report their
national progress towards each target. The joint United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE)/Eurostat/Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) working
group on statistics are working on identifying good practices to assist governments in the design of
sustainable development indicators to be used at national level [3]. The metadata repository provides
guidance for calculating statistics for SDG indicators. Nevertheless, specification for measuring some
targets are still lacking and there are still major issues concerning comparability and scalability.
For instance, the metadata for SDG 15.1.1 [2] does not specify any requirements for the type of data,
but explains that all national data should be compiled and provided to the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) following their standard format for country reporting, which includes original
data, descriptions of their use, and reference sources. Complementary approaches such as remote
sensing could help improve the comparability and scalability of national progress measurements,
but no alternatives are proposed in the SDG metadata.

The power of data, especially “big data”, in powering economic activities is increasingly
recognized. Yet, efforts to date have focused on using data about people, business, and objects
(e.g., cars). The power of “big data” about our built and natural environment, so-called Earth
Observation (EO) data, is only starting to acquire recognition [4]. Our ability to exploit big EO data
to understand how our built and natural environments are changing, and to predict what impact
different interventions (commercial, governmental, social) could have for better or worse, will be
critical to achieving the SDGs. Only by using this data will we be able to target our limited resources
to the areas, peoples, and challenges that need it most. Big EO data are collected from a range of
sources: from satellites in space, to global observatory networks operated by governments on the
ground, to data collected by citizens using their mobile phones. This data will be a powerful tool in
addressing global environmental challenges [4,5]. EO data acquired by satellites deliver repetitive
coverage of large areas, uniform dataset, comparable time-series, as well as multiple spectral bands at
different wavelengths. This produces synoptic, consistent, spatially explicit, and sufficiently detailed
information to help monitor environmental changes and capture anthropogenic impacts at national
scale. EO could greatly contribute to measuring progress towards SDGs as they can provide long
baselines required to determine trends, define current states, and inform future conditions [6].

Significant investment by governments and the private sector, major advances in technology
including advanced manufacturing and miniaturization, the Internet of Things, and artificial
intelligence have resulted in much more of this data being available to use. However, only a few
countries are able to take full advantage of this data at this time, and this needs to change. Such big
challenges require substantial efforts to address them (in terms of new data, technology, science, etc.),
but also create opportunities for everyone to contribute and benefit from. Countries need to support
each other to put Big Earth Observation Data to work for achieving Sustainable Development [7].
However, the full potential of EO data has not yet been realized and concrete examples of its
potential within the SDG framework remain scarce. Despite the exponential increase in freely
available satellite data, they are still underexploited due to their complexity and lack of processing
capabilities, as the necessary data pre-processing often represents a major technical barrier for users.
In fact, satellite images may differ in terms of observation conditions such as clouds, geometry,
and atmospheric conditions, and can have different spatial, spectral, and radiometric resolution
depending on individual sensors [8].

To alleviate these issues, Geoscience Australia along with the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS) (http://ceos.org) launched the Open Data Cube initiative (www.opendatacube.org),
which addresses the storage issue of increasing EO data, following the release of Landsat archives by
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) in 2008 [9,10]. Open Data Cubes not only offer a novel
solution for storing, organizing, managing, and analyzing (EO) data [8], it also provides adequate
infrastructures to store and exploit the full potential of open source EO data by enabling access to
multi-dimensional time-series in analysis-ready form [11]. As a result, satellite images have already
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gone through radiometric, geometric, solar, and atmospheric calibration, and thus they are ready to be
used [8].

Switzerland is the second country in the world with a national-scale Earth Observation Data
Cube (EODC). The Swiss Data Cube (SDC—http://www.swissdatacube.ch) is supported by the
Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN) and was developed, implemented, and operated by the
UN Environment (UNEP)/GRID-Geneva in partnership with the University of Geneva (UNIGE).
Currently, the SDC contains 34 years of Landsat 5,7,8 (1984–2018) and 3 years of Sentinel-2 (2015–2018)
Analysis-Ready Data over the whole country (total volume: 3TB; 110 billion observations).

As described in the Group on Earth Observations (GEO)’s document released in 2017, 71 targets
and 29 indicators from 16 SDGs can be supported by Earth Observation (EO) [12]. The Swiss Data
Cube has the potential to monitor a wide range of environmental phenomenon, such as urbanization,
landslide risks, water, snow, and forest cover changes. For this paper, we chose the SDG 15 concerning
the protection and restoration of terrestrial ecosystems and sustainable management of forests to halt
land degradation, desertification, and biodiversity loss [2], to demonstrate how national data cubes
could help countries report their progress towards SDG targets.

Forests not only represent vital habitats for biodiversity, they also contribute to human well-being
in numerous ways, including carbon sequestration, erosion control, drought reduction, water retention
and purification, protection against certain natural hazards, provision of wood, and recreational
opportunities [13]. Investing in the preservation of healthy forest ecosystems is central for climate
change mitigation and adaptation, as well as for the livelihood of forest-dependent communities.
Therefore, forests are increasingly recognized as a key element for sustainable development, supporting
multiple SDGs ranging from hunger and poverty alleviation, freshwater regulation, climate action,
health and well-being, and biodiversity [14].

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a commonly used vegetation index for
analyzing vegetation with remote sensing due to its simplicity to perform rapid assessments. NDVI is
directly related to photosynthesis and can inform on vegetation condition. It is calculated as:

NDVI =
NIR − Red
NIR + Red

with NIR and Red standing for spectral reflectance measurements in the near-infrared and red areas
respectively [15–17]. The indicator measures values between −1 and 1, with negative values usually
corresponding to water, and values closer to 1 corresponding to areas with high photosynthetic activity.
Values of NDVI for vegetation will generally fluctuate during the year and according to the vegetation’s
health, with some exceptions for non-deciduous species for instance. Despite the slight lack of precision
compared to other existing approaches such as machine learning based methods, the NDVI offers a
complementary and fast method to derive forest area coverage with higher periodicity.

Trend analyses are increasingly used to explore long data records generated by the opening of
historic data archives such as Landsat [18]. Vegetation indices, especially NDVI, are commonly used for
the spatial monitoring of vegetation state at multiple scales [19]. The algorithm presented in this paper
is based on time-series NDVI analyses, which are used in various contexts to detect trends and land
cover change, such as vegetation dynamics, forest disturbance [18], land degradation, and agriculture
intensification [20,21].

This paper focuses on SDG 15—“Life on Land” and presents an alternative approach to
ground-based measurements for monitoring target 15.1–indicator 15.1.1—forest area as a percentage
of total land area—using the Swiss Data Cube. Forests cover 31.3% of Switzerland and have
increased by 3.1% during the period of 1985 to 2009 [22]. Since 1983, the National Forest Inventory
(NFI) is responsible for generating a forest inventory using a 1.4 km grid combined with aerial
photography interpretation in a 500 m grid [23]. Although the NFI’s method produces very precise
maps, the sampling frequency does not reveal yearly or seasonal fluctuations. The approach proposed
here offers a faster and complementary method to monitor Switzerland’s forest extent by remote
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sensing, using time-series analysis based on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).
This paper presents a first attempt to measure SDG indicator 15.1.1 for Switzerland and lays the
foundation for future improvements of the accuracy of the method.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The SDG Indicator

According to the UN metadata repository [2], the SDG indicator 15.1.1 must be generated as:

SDG15.1.1 =
Forest area

(
km2, f or selected year

)
Land area

(
km2, in 2015

) × 100

Regional and global estimates are the result of the sum of country values. “Forest” is based
on FAO’s definition of land larger than 0.5 hectares with trees able to reach higher than 5 m and a
canopy coverage greater than 10%, excluding agricultural and urban land [24]. Although all data
from country reports undergo a rigorous process by the FAO in order to review reference sources
and the forest estimation methods, the indicator’s metadata does not specify any further details on
monitoring methodology, which may complicate comparisons between countries. Through the Swiss
Data Cube framework, we demonstrate how EO data in analysis-ready form can contribute to more
detailed measurements by providing consistent time-series to derive trends, and better harmonize
SDG indicators without requiring any additional reporting by countries.

2.2. Algorithm Implementation

The analytical framework used to implement the processing algorithm is based on Python 3.6
(http://docs.python.org/3/) language and Jupyter notebooks (http://jupyter.org/), an interactive,
web-based, and open-source software allowing interactive computing with over 40 different
programming languages [25]. Geographic Information System (GIS) specific software such as QGIS
(http://qgis.org/), ArcMap (http://arcgis.com/), and GDAL (http://gdal.osgeo.org/) libraries are
also used to manipulate and extract information contained in spatial layers. The script is available on a
public GitHub repository (https://goo.gl/bdhzuv).

The algorithm is expected to detect the evolution of forest coverage within the Swiss boundaries
with time-series extracted from the SDC. The script consists of three major steps: configuration of
inputs, running of the algorithm on a mini data cube with dimensions corresponding to the specified
longitude and latitude ranges, and visualization of results (Figure 1).

In this first version, the user can choose the extent of the region of interest with geographic
coordinates but can also delimit the analysis within specific borders such as cantons. The aim of this
procedure is to derive a customizable mask of the area of interest, providing the exact extent of the
total surface (i.e., the total number of pixels), which is one of the inputs required in the calculation
of the SDG indicator. For this, a binary raster mask must be prepared and uploaded beforehand.
The downloaded image is converted to TIF format to facilitate treatment in QGIS or ArcMap software.
Figure 2 visualizes the steps towards the creation of the binary raster mask for the area of interest
using specific tools of QGIS, like clip and raster calculator. As the script is sensitive to the alignment of
pixels between the mask and image scene from the SDC, the binary mask must have the same extent as
the selected data array. The mask is based on an image of the area of interest from the SDC in Network
Common Data Form (NetCDF) format. This will ensure that the extents are identical, and pixels will
be aligned with SDC images.

http://docs.python.org/3/
http://jupyter.org/
http://qgis.org/
http://arcgis.com/
http://gdal.osgeo.org/
https://goo.gl/bdhzuv
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pixels), single pixel resolution in km2, and imported binary raster mask to define the precise 
boundaries within the selected extent. A calibrated NDVI threshold for discriminating densely 
vegetated areas must also be indicated by the user, as well as a threshold indicating the required 
percentage of time scenes in which a single pixel has been flagged as being in the forest category. The 
script uses these inputs to query to the SDC database and create a mini data cube with dimensions 
corresponding to the specified latitude and longitude ranges and depth defined by the number of 
scenes available for each group of consecutive years. For large extents, chunks can first be created 
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The algorithm performs loops along the depth of the 3D datasets (corresponding to each time 
period defined in the time granularity). Each loop computes an NDVI index for each pixel of the 
dataset and stores it into the original dataset as a raw value (between −1.0 and +1.0) and as a binary 
value (0 or 1). The binary output depends on the computed NDVI index reaching the predefined 
threshold of 0.8, calibrated on a specific area of the Geneva canton. Next, a time filter (selected 
months) is applied together with the spatial mask and the pixel category mask to remove non-useful 
pixels. Subsequently, a time-series analysis is performed on the specified band (NDVI). For each 
pixel, the frequency of clean (no clouds, snow, water, etc.) and flagged as forest (non-null value for 
the binary NDVI index) over the available scenes in the mini data cube is computed. A percentage 
threshold on this frequency (>45%) is then used to filter out non-forest pixels from the densely 

Figure 1. General overview of the analysis workflow.

The input parameters of the script are listed and available for any adaptation by the user.
They include: choice of satellite’s platform and product (Landsat-5/7/8, Sentinel-2), geographic
coordinates, time boundaries (start and end dates of the series), time granularity, months selection
for the analysis, mask for land categories to exclude from the computation (clouds, cloud shadows,
snow and no data pixels), single pixel resolution in km2, and imported binary raster mask to define the
precise boundaries within the selected extent. A calibrated NDVI threshold for discriminating densely
vegetated areas must also be indicated by the user, as well as a threshold indicating the required
percentage of time scenes in which a single pixel has been flagged as being in the forest category.
The script uses these inputs to query to the SDC database and create a mini data cube with dimensions
corresponding to the specified latitude and longitude ranges and depth defined by the number of
scenes available for each group of consecutive years. For large extents, chunks can first be created then
assembled as a mosaic to bypass hardware limitations and reduce computing time.
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Figure 2. Creation of a binary raster mask.

The algorithm performs loops along the depth of the 3D datasets (corresponding to each time
period defined in the time granularity). Each loop computes an NDVI index for each pixel of the dataset
and stores it into the original dataset as a raw value (between −1.0 and +1.0) and as a binary value
(0 or 1). The binary output depends on the computed NDVI index reaching the predefined threshold of
0.8, calibrated on a specific area of the Geneva canton. Next, a time filter (selected months) is applied
together with the spatial mask and the pixel category mask to remove non-useful pixels. Subsequently,
a time-series analysis is performed on the specified band (NDVI). For each pixel, the frequency of
clean (no clouds, snow, water, etc.) and flagged as forest (non-null value for the binary NDVI index)
over the available scenes in the mini data cube is computed. A percentage threshold on this frequency
(>45%) is then used to filter out non-forest pixels from the densely vegetated category (percentage of
times the same pixel must have an NDVI value above the chosen threshold in the analyzed scenes).
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This provides the ability to distinguish agricultural areas which do not have a high NDVI value during
the same period as forests due to crop rotations.

Finally, the algorithm converts the number of candidate forest pixels into forest area (in km2)
using the pixel spatial resolution and generates output values in the form of the ratio of forest area
over the total land area within the spatial–temporal dimensions specified by the user in order to match
the SDG 15.1.1 indicator definition. The results are displayed as a map of forest area for each time
period and a graph representing the trend over time of the SDG indicator. Alternatively, the user can
also visualize the output maps as an animated GIF and download them in NetCDF. The flow chart of
the method is summarized in Figure 3.
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3. Results

The algorithm is applied at regional level in Switzerland, measuring the forest trend for the canton
of Geneva (longitude range: 5.93771–6.31743; latitude range 46.12089–46.37531) and for the canton of
Jura (longitude range: 6.82540–7.57596; latitude range: 47.11959–47.54011). Results were compared
with official measurements from federal offices. The analysis is performed with images from Landsat 7
platform extracted from the SDC, including only the months from May to September. The NDVI and
time-series analysis values have been calibrated to 0.8 and 0.45, respectively, to match the official forest
extent in the canton of Geneva. The same values have been used for the canton of Jura. This means that
the algorithm identifies forests as pixels having an NDVI > 0.8 for at least 45% of the time during the
period of May through September. The results obtained by applying these thresholds in the algorithm
for the period of 2013–2017 are shown in Figure 4.

The algorithm was able to capture the general trend of forest surface in Switzerland which has
been increasing at a rate of approximately 3% since 1985 [22]. Pressures on forests remain high in
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the Plateau where it is the most urbanized, and forests have progressed over agricultural and alpine
pastures that are no longer exploited in the Alpine arc and Southern Alps [26]. According to official
numbers, forests occupy 30 km2 or 12% of the canton of Geneva [27], and 370 km2 or 46% of the canton
of Jura [28]. The total amount of forest estimated with this algorithm was found to be on average
32 km2 for the canton of Geneva and 508 km2 for the canton of Jura. The values are in line with official
values for the canton of Geneva (overestimation by 6%) but are overestimated for the canton of Jura
by 37%. This can be ascribed to the different geographic configuration of this mountainous canton
and indicates the necessity of calibration of the NDVI and time-series analysis threshold to different
biogeographical areas.
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Figure 4. Forest coverage in the canton of Geneva (a) and canton of Jura (b) estimated by the forest
detection algorithm. The time period refers to the years 2013–2017.

The error matrix in Table 1 quantifies the performance of our forest classifier. The model has an
overall accuracy of 93%, defined as the ratio of correctly predicted observations (forest and non-forest
pixels) over the total observations. Furthermore, the probability of the reference sample to be correctly
classified, hereby referred to as “producer’s accuracy”, together with the probability that a classified
sample belongs to the same category in the reference sample, hereby referred to as “user’s accuracy”,
are also reported [29]. Further development of the algorithm will allow to eliminate patches of land
that are too small to be considered forests, and account for altitude in the calculation of forest extent.

Table 1. Confusion matrix for assessing the percentage classification accuracy of the forest detection
algorithm. Values in the table refer to the number of pixels for each class.

Reference

Non-Forest Forest Total

Classified
Non-Forest 370416 25465 395881

Forest 7831 43622 51453
Total 378247 69087 447334

Overall accuracy 414038/447334 = 93%

Producer’s Accuracy User’s Accuracy

Non-Forest 370416/378247 = 98% Non-Forest 370416/395881 = 94%
Forest 43622/69087 = 63% Forest 43622/51453 = 85%

The trend for SDG indicator 15.1.1 for the canton of Geneva is reported in Figure 5 and Tables 2 and 3.
The positive increase of forest area after 2002 are in line with official statistics [27]. The sudden drop
between the first two time periods could be explained by the data gap in Landsat scenes availability [11],
and by the fact that this approach also detects densely vegetated areas such as parks which are not
officially considered forests. This is noticeable when overlaying the map generated by the algorithm
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with the forest area layer from SITG (Système d’Information du Territoire Genevois) (Figure 6) [30].
A closer look at the area near Jussy, canton of Geneva, reveals how using time-series analysis can identify
forest boundaries precisely while exclude agricultural areas which fluctuate between bare soil and dense
vegetation with crop rotations (Figure 6).
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4. Discussion

This paper presents a first attempt to explore a methodology to monitor forest cover trends in
Switzerland using the Open Data Cube framework. We demonstrated how analysis ready data stored
in the Swiss Data Cubes make Earth Observation data more accessible to a wider public and facilitate
the monitoring of SDG indicators at national scale.

The SDG 15.1.1 is a Tier 1 indicator, thus should be “conceptually clear, has an internationally
established methodology and standards are available, and data are regularly produced by countries
for at least 50 per cent of countries and of the population in every region where the indicator is
relevant” [2]. However, it is consensus based and the metadata does not detail the methodology to
collect data for measuring the relative extent of the forest as the percentage of total land. The SDG
framework does not provide any specific accuracy requirements either [2]. Yet, the indicator would
only be relevant to achieve target 15 if the methodology is harmonized and results are comparable
among reporting countries. In fact, we must reflect on the feasibility of indicator measurements across
the globe, with regard to different geographical, technological, and institutional dimensions between
countries, as forest monitoring may prove to be difficult for countries lacking some form of national
forest inventory [31,32].

To this extent, EO and the data cube approach offer multiple benefits for monitoring SDGs.
Traditional environmental data has long suffered from data breaks, due to changes in reporting
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methods and from data gaps. As for satellite data, the same measurements are conducted globally
at regular intervals, which provides a timely source of data that is commensurable across countries,
regions, and cities, and enables consistent and comparable time-series analysis that can be
automatically updated. In addition, earth observation data can be combined with other geo-referenced
socio-demographic, economic, and public administration data to make indicators and analysis more
relevant and targeted. This can help harmonize international reporting on natural resources and
ecosystems and it offers a cost-effective approach without having to require additional reporting
from countries.

Although remote sensing has numerous benefits, it does not replace in situ measurements. It rather
offers a complementary approach to ground-based data, which are generally more precise but with few
measuring points. In fact, results obtained from the Data Cube are suited to monitor environmental
trends and analyze changes over time for broad areas, but the interpretation of exact values should be
done with some caution. For instance, forest surface estimated by the algorithm presented here does not
consider the topography. Another element this algorithm does not show us is the level of fragmentation
of forests. Although the total surface of forest in Switzerland has remained somewhat constant over the
last century, the fragmentation of forests and other natural habitats have increased, threatening natural
habitats for biodiversity. In fact, forests are increasingly pressured by climate warming, introduced
parasites, increasing periods of dryness, agricultural pollutants (nitrogen), atmospheric pollutants
from transports, forest clearings, and other human activities, particularly in the Plateau region of
Switzerland [26].

The forest detection tool provides rapid assessment of forest change through time.
High-resolution time-series analysis is a complementary approach to ground-based measurements and
is scalable at different spatial scales. The algorithm was developed for the entire country of Switzerland
but could not be implemented on the whole country due to limited memory and computer power.
Tests on other cantons have shown that NDVI and time-series analysis percentage should be calibrated
to different biogeographical regions. Enough scenes are also necessary to produce coherent results,
as many of them are masked by clouds and cloud shadows [33]. Although remotely sensed vegetation
indexes including NDVI provide valuable qualitative and quantitative information regarding the
biophysical properties of vegetation, they also present important limitations as their accuracy can be
affected by factors such as canopy architecture, leaf water content, soil background and brightness, and
canopy architecture [34]. Other studies using NDVI to study vegetation dynamics confirm this and
recommend combining remote sensing techniques with ground-based measurements, using change
indicators to enhance the comprehensiveness of forest analyses. For instance, NDVI has been shown
to be most positively correlated with temperature among other climatic factors [35], which should be
considered in NDVI time-series analyses. Other studies using NDVI in Switzerland have determined
the day of the year with the highest values of NDVI as an indicator for the peak growing season in
order to normalize NDVI time-series and the ground-based records [36]. In addition, Landsat 5 and 8
datasets differ in accuracy, which is likely to show abrupt changes in NDVI time-series [37]. Therefore,
studies based on Landsat 5 must take into account possible underestimations of the NDVI. In our case,
the large error observed in the canton of Jura is mainly due to the spatial–temporal heterogeneity in
the NDVI time-series, which can influence the accuracy of the results [38]. In some cases, NDVI data
and ground information from forest inventories can be very close [39]. However, NDVI can show
nonlinearity over partially vegetated surfaces in areas with shadows or dark soil backgrounds [40],
which is the case in mountainous areas with high topographic heterogeneity.

Next steps regarding the forest detection algorithm include refining the algorithm with machine
learning and automatic image recognition to derive more precise values and distinguish between
deciduous and non-deciduous vegetation, calibrate it with local data for different biogeographical
regions and run it for the whole country, adapt and test it with Sentinel-2 data [41], and create or insert
the framework in a web-based interactive user interface. The framework should also be replicated with
other SDG indicators that can be measured with remote sensing techniques as listed in the European
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Space Agency’s report “Satellite Earth Observations in support of the Sustainable Development
Goals” [42].

5. Conclusions

Increasing pressures on natural resources have generated the need for rapid and cost-effective
ecosystem monitoring techniques to inform progress towards global environmental targets.
Earth Observation Data Cubes represent a promising tool to process and analyze Earth Observation
data for various environmental assessments. The high spatial and temporal resolution of data ingested
in the Swiss Data Cubes (SDC) in analysis-ready form offers a great advantage to facilitate the
interrogation of satellite data and will play a key role as an evidence base for advising the Swiss
government and other decision-makers to design and implement well-informed policies, land planning
and resource management.

This paper presented a novel methodology to monitor forest cover trends using the Open Data
Cube framework with Switzerland as a case study. SDG indicator 15.1.1—forest area as a percentage
of total land area—is a tier I indicator and for which data and established methodology should
be available. However, consistent and accurate measurement may be difficult to perform in some
countries lacking a national forest inventory. In addition, specification for measuring some targets are
still lacking and there are still major issues concerning scalability of the measuring approaches and
comparability of the results. In fact, traditional environmental data has long suffered from data breaks
due to changes in reporting methods and data gaps.

Through the development of a forest detection tool within the Swiss Data Cube framework,
we demonstrated how EO could provide consistent time-series to derive environmental trends,
contribute to more detailed measurements and better harmonize SDG indicators without necessitating
additional reporting from member countries. Although using Landsat based NDVI may lack precision
compared to other approaches such as aerial photography interpretation, it offers a simple, replicable,
and rapid alternative to derive forest area time-series with higher periodicity. Combined with other
geo-referenced socio-demographic, economic, and public administration data, the developed algorithm
could make indicators more relevant and targeted, and offer a cost-effective, synoptic, and scalable
approach without having to require additional reporting from countries.
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